PRESS RELEASE
NeRV Debut Album
Dear DJ/Radio Programmer/Original Music Lover
Please find enclosed the debut self-titled album by local Melbourne band
NeRV. We’d love it if you could give it a spin on your station.
NeRV (Neil Robertson Venture) started in 2016 with local artist Neil Robertson
on lead vocals, acoustic guitars and harp and his brother Tim on stand-up
drums, sax and backing vocals.
The album was written, produced, recorded and mixed by Neil who did
acoustic and electric guitars, bass, lead and backing vocals, while Tim played
all the drums and added sax, backing vocals and some guitar.
Ten great songs played with passion and made with love, influenced by a huge
range of classic and garage rock, folk and blues.
We hope you like it.
NeRV continues to play live on the Melbourne scene and has been getting
great reviews from the punters. With new drummer Nikki Finn joining the
band in late 2017, NeRV can play solo, duo or trio and is already planning the
next record.
With more musicians jumping on board, the end goal is a 35 – piece death
samba swing orchestra with a French horn section and a triangle quartet, all
playing in scuba gear.
Support original music! I know you do.
Cheers
NeRV

For bookings contact Neil Robertson on 0401 917981
Website:

www.nerv.band

Email:

neilrobertsonventure@gmail.com

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/neilrobertsonventure

(unless we’ve pulled the pin on our FB account in protest at data mining by
the time you get this!!)

NeRV - Neil Robertson Venture
Artist Bio
Neil Robertson is a prolific and powerful singer/songwriter based in
Melbourne, Australia. He has been performing and recording both as a solo
artist and with a number of rock bands and folk outfits since the early 1990s.
He is influenced by a wide range of blues, roots, rock and pop music and has
hundreds of songs in his back catalogue.
Neil has played plenty of gigs and recorded and released thirteen independent
recordings since the early 90s. Releases include solo releases Welcome To
Your Life (1991), Galaxy (1992) and Deep In My Mind (1994), Buzz (1998) and
The Blowflies (1999) with original band The Blowflies, Hercules E.P. (2001) and
Hypercynical (2002) with original band Hercules and album Issue #1 (2004)
with duo Androgyny. Neil released his self produced and recorded debut full
length solo album, Wake Up The Dead in 2008, then followed up with EPs with
folk trio Unsung (2009), rock trio Kings and Thieves (2012) as well as full
length album with folk project Unsung Heroes of Australian History (2011).
He continues to write, record, produce and release original music, as well as
performing solo and with various projects on the local folk/roots scene. He
has written and performed a solo comedy cabaret show for Melbourne Fringe
(You Stole My Life Tim Minchin, 2013) and is an experienced studio engineer
and producer.
He currently fronts acoustic rock band NeRV, which features Nikki Finn on
drums and brother Tim on sax. The live sets include some of the many tunes
in his back catalog, a heap of new, exciting original tunes and a few choice
covers if the mood takes them.
NeRV released their debut full-length album in 2017 and are currently working
on a follow up while continuing to perform regularly in Melbourne.
For bookings and information contact:
Neil Robertson

0401 917981

Website:

www.nerv.band

Email:

neilrobertsonventure@gmail.com

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/neilrobertsonventure

